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Two girls from wildly different worlds. One unforgettable summer. One crazy chance at love!All

Stephanie wanted was to spend a summer at OlympiaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s exclusive swim club. Sure it was

expensive, sure she was surrounded by rich kids, but itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d totally be worth it. Getting better

was her whole focus.Until she met Riley.They shouldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve been rivals. Riley was the best in

the state. But there was something about her that captivated Stephanie. Something that had her

falling for her even though a silly crush was the last sort of distraction she needed when she was

supposed to focus on her swimming!Stephanie tells herself it could never work. They're from

different worlds. Riley probably isn't even into girls. But if she isn't into girls why does she keep

giving Steph all these signals? Why can't Steph stop thinking about her?What if there really is a

chance?What was supposed to be a summer of busting her butt in the pool is about to get a whole

lot more complicated than Stephanie ever couldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve imagined!
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Stephanie's struggles to improve herself as a swimmer, deal with differences caused by social

class, and try not to make it too obvious that she's falling for the star swimmer on the summer team

she joined at a nearby high school full of rich kids is an enjoyable experience all around. It wouldn't



work nearly so well if Steph didn't come across as such a delightfully naive girl, making her constant

noticing, yet dismissing, the obvious signs that Riley is just as interested in her as she is in Riley a

running joke almost. Having the story entirely from one perspective was a good choice, as it let the

reader uncover the details in a more organic fashion than the frequently used method of switching

between protagonists.I received an ARC copy of this book.

I like Mia Archer. Her works are relatively drama free and sweet with sprinkle of geek or sportiness

to it and manily with high school or college characters. This one is no different. You have Steph, a

kid from the poorer side of town, and Riley, a kid who basically is richer than rich. They meet at a

summer swim program and then things take off. Like I said its not too in depth and though it touches

on things like money, like growing up differently, like family, it doesnt dive into anything specific.If

you want a light read. Or are in between books. Or want a kU book cause funds are tight. Or are just

a Mia Archer fan...then this is up your alley.

This book was totally cute and speaks to the problems of rich girl meets not so rich girl. They

navigate and get together in the end so all in all a good read.

If you're looking for a light read, this author's books are the way to go. Another enjoyable short story

from Mia Archer.

Really cute story. I always like romance that involves any kinds of sports. If you do too I totally

recommend this one.
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